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Integrating Autonomous Mobility-on-Demand
Systems in Existing Cities
Nicolò Ormezzano, Claudio Ruch, and Emilio Frazzoli

Abstract—Technical advances in autonomous driving will enable the large scale implementation of mobility-on-demand systems in existing cities. In this work, we investigate their competitive interaction with fixed-route invariant public transportation
systems and we provide a theoretical framework to formally
answer vehicle fleet sizing and operational unknowns and assess
the impact on public transport line usages. We achieve this by
first generalizing a fluidic modeling formulation integrating both
mobility-on-demand and public transport modal flows. Hence,
we derive a multi-commodity optimal flow problem that allows
us to maximise the efficiency of the mobility system. Application
of our theory on travel data for the city of Zürich reveals that
the minimal and most efficient fleet size is reduced by up to 31%
compared to previously estimated required number of vehicles.
Lastly, we show how our model allows to readily identify critical
links in the public transportation network for efficient combined
operation along the mobility-on-demand system. This result is of
great significance with respect to current public transportation
infrastructure investment decisions.
Index Terms—Autonomous
Transport.

Mobility-on-Demand,

Public

I. I NTRODUCTION
UTONOMOUS Mobility-on-Demand (AMoD) has been
widely recognized as one of the most promising modes
of transport in the future of urban mobility [1], [2]. The
use of a centrally controlled fleet of autonomous vehicles
will bring an affordable and flexible one-way1 vehicle sharing
- rental service that provides a valid alternative to taxis,
public transport and existing two-way rental schemes [3], [4].
Additionally, with the advances in self-driving technology
benefits of centralized fleet coordination will be maximized.
Autonomous vehicle redistribution, optimal vehicle-customer
matching, streamlined congestion via smart traffic rerouting
and enhanced safety will allow to drastically reduce fleet
sizes to serve growing travel demands, tackle parking space
problems and increase the low utilization rates affecting private
vehicles [1], [5].
These promising advantages have fueled research and development on this travel mode as denoted by a newly emerging
technical literature. Yet, the majority of studies on the subject
have primarily focused on evaluating fleet performance or
service financial viability in single-mode scenarios, while little
attention has been given to the integration or the impact assessment of AMoD on other existing modes of transport [6]. Of
particular interest is the future interaction of this service with
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1 One-way vehicle sharing systems allow users to return vehicles at any of
the available stations rather than the one the vehicle was picked-up from. The
latter type of rental service is conveniently named a two-way service.

conventional Public Transportation (PT) systems, which, commonly subsidized by governments and embedded in current
city networks with long-term infrastructure investments plans
(in the range of 20 to 30 years [7]), will continue to provide
an attractive mode of transport but will also be inevitably
affected by the affirmation of AMoD. More specifically,
depending on the organizational structure achieved between
these two modes multiple integration scenarios with varying
levels of coordination and regulation could unfold, ranging
from full cooperation i.e. integrated inter-modal systems, to
the competitive interaction found between current Mobilityon-Demand services e.g. Uber, Lyft and public transport in
modern metropolitan areas [8].
Relevant Literature: Despite a number of sources have
highlighted the need of investigating AMoD implementation
impact on other transportation modes or as an integrated
intermodal system, technical research on AMoD and PT
interaction is still relatively scarce [8], [9], [10], [11]. Most of
the few published studies present simulation-based analysis for
specific urban areas whereas only some introduce analytical
modeling formulations that could be widely applied for the
evaluation of multimodal systems in general.
Out of the relevant simulation-based sources, interesting investigations for combined intermodal AMoD and PT systems
are [8], [10], [12] and [13]. In [8] and [10] the integration
of first-mile AMoD services with PT are shown to be financially viable and to improve service quality respectively
for the cities of Singapore and Berlin. With similar agentbased computational approaches, in [12] and [13] rider-vehicle
matching algorithms are introduced to denote the benefits of
a ridesharing first-last mile AMoD service as a feeder to PT.
In contrast to integrated AMoD and PT systems scenarios,
a few authors have also investigated their potential competitive interaction. Chen and Kockelman’s contribution [14] for
example outlines the impact of AMoD on both transit and
private vehicle modes market share. Analogously, in [15]
the authors Austins’ case study predicts an estimated drop in
transit ridership of 61% at the expense of AMoD. In [16] the
performance of a ridesharing AMoD is assessed against PT
depending on traffic demand and level of market penetration.
Lastly, Mendes et al. have compared direct replacement of PT
with AMoD for a specific train line in New York showing
substantial improvements in travel time [17].
Although all these studies present some key findings on the
interaction between these two modes of transport, their general
applicability is rather limited as they rely on agent based
simulations parametrized to specific scenarios.
More relevant to this paper, as based on generalizable
analytical models that can be adapted to any network at hand,
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a few sources have investigated modeling and optimisation
of AMoD and PT systems with theoretical approaches. For
instance, Salazar et al. have focused on the optimization of a
cooperative AMoD and PT system named I-AMoD (IntegratedAMoD) [11]. In this study, the authors developed a network
multi-layered fluidic model allowing the optimization of intermodal travel via a multi-commodity minimum cost flow
problem maximizing social welfare. Comparing it against a
pure AMoD fleet solution on the basis of road usage their
findings denote how the optimsed I-AMoD achieved substantial reductions in travel time, costs and vehicle emissions.
Other equally relevant modeling formulations combining
AMoD as a first-last mile service to PT are presented in [18]
and [6]. In [18] another fluidic analytical formulation is derived
to account for transit frequency, costs and fleet management
considerations and then used with real experimental data to
show that the integrated system allowed to reduce the total
AMoD fleet vehicle miles up to 50%. Ma et al. on the other
hand, adopt a queueing theoretical model to demonstrate the
potential of a non-myopic dispatching and routing policy to
optimise a shared AMoD feeder service to PT [6].
These aforementioned studies highlight significant findings
along with optimal policies for integrating AMoD and PT in
a hypothetical cooperative network. Yet, no previous literature addresses with an analytical modeling approach a more
realistic integration scenario where AMoD services operate
competitively against PT and formalize the impact assessment
of one mode on the other.
Paper Contributions: In this work we focus on such realistic
foreseeable scenario with individually competing modes of
transport. Specifically, we formally analyze the interaction
between Autonomous Mobility-on-Demand (AMoD) systems
and fixed-route invariant2 Public Transportation (PT) networks
in urban areas. We aim at answering some of the key questions
revolving around this topic including: How should an AMoD
fleet be sized and operated in a city with an existing PT
system? How critical is AMoD rebalancing when part of the
demand can be covered by other transportation modes? And
also, what would be the impact of AMoD fleets on current
PT transport lines usage? These questions will be answered
through the following three contributions. First, we develop a
generalized modeling formulation combining AMoD systems
and public transportation networks serving as a basis for our
theoretical analysis. Then, we introduce a novel optimization
approach ensuring system equilibria (i.e. customer queues not
growing unbounded) and yielding optimal sizing and operation
of a most efficient AMoD fleet in presence of a PT network.
Lastly, we show how the application of the aforementioned
framework for realistic travel data in the city of Zurich yields
valuable operational and infrastructural insights of particular
importance to both AMoD and PT operators.
Organization: The paper is organized in six main sections. Section II presents the developed combined AMoD &
PT fluidic model. Section III investigates the model wellposedeness and equilibria. Section IV introduces the novel
2 We assume that the existing public transportation networks at hand remain
unchanged in terms of routing, scheduling and capacity as AMoD services
are introduced.

optimization of AMoD fleet sizing and operation around a PT
system. In Section V the optimization results for Zurich are
discussed with respect to both AMoD and PT systems. Lastly,
in Section VI we summarize main conclusions and potential
future research directions.
II. AMOD & PT M ODEL
We present a fluidic modeling formulation combining both
AMoD and PT that generalizes the pure-AMoD rebalancing
model presented in [19]. The use of a fluidic approximation
allows to simplify the inherent stochastic nature of the system
i.e. nondeterministic customer arrival process and travel times,
by modeling flow of customers, vehicles and public transport
as a continuum i.e. in a deterministic setting.
Table I reports the relevant notation that will be used
throughout the model derivation while Figure 1 depicts a
schematic representation of the combined system.
TABLE I: AMoD and PT model notation with associated
mathematical conditions.
Variable Definition

Condition

N
λi
µi
vi
V
pij
α
αij
γi
ϕij

i = {1, ..., n}
λi ∈ R≥0
µi ∈ R≥0
vi (t) ∈ R≥0
V ∈ R≥0
pij ∈ R≥0
α ∈ Ri×j
αij ∈ R≥0
P
j αij
ϕij ∈ R≥0

Set of stations i
Arrival rate of customers at station i
AMoD departure rate from station i
Number of AMoD vehicles at station i
AMoD fleet size
Fraction of customers at i destined to j
AMoD Rebalancing rate matrix
AMoD rebalancing rate from i to j
Total AMoD rebalancing rate from i
Departure rate of PT vehicles from i to
j
bi
Total number of PT vehicles at station
i
b ij
Number of PT vehicles at station i on
i-j line
B
Total number of PT vehicles
ci
Total number of customers at station i
ciAM oD Number of customers at station i intended for AMoD travel
ci j
Number of customers at i intended for
PT
PT travel on i-j line
t
AMoD-traveling customer rate matrix
tij
Rate of AMoD-traveling customers
from i to j
l
PT-traveling customer rate matrix
lij
Rate of PT-traveling customers from i
to j
qx
PT
vehicle
capacity,
x
∈
{bus, train, ...}
Tij AM oDAMoD travel time between i and j
Tij P T

PT travel time between i and j

bi (t) ∈ R≥0
bij (t) ∈ R≥0
B ∈ R≥0
ci (t) ∈ R≥0
ciAM oD (t) ∈ R≥0
ci j

PT

(t) ∈ R≥0

t ∈ Ri×j
tij ∈ R≥0
l ∈ Ri×j
lij ∈ R≥0
qx ∈ R>0
Tij AM oD (t)
∈
R≥0
Tij P T (t) ∈ R≥0

As shown in the figure, the fluidic model assumes a discrete
number of stations, n, defined over a geographical area of interest. Adopting a mesoscopic abstraction level these are intended
as roughly the point-to-point travel origins and destinations
which represent transportation analysis zones. These may
contain multiple physical PT stops or city districts depending
on clustering3 . At each station i, λi represents the expected
customer arrival rate, following the common assumption of
3 Note that the model could be adapted to microscopic road representations
similarly to [5] and [11], if needed.
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Fig. 1: Qualitative schematic of combined PT and AMoD
system for simple six-node network with spatially localized
customer queues having constant arrival rates per station λi .
AMoD and PT traveling customers can be distinguished with
yellow and green colors respectively.

an exogenus Poisson process, and inter-station travel demand
i.e. fraction of customers destined for travel between stations i
and j, is denoted as pij (with 0 ≤ pij ≤ 1 and pii = 0). Since
customers can now travel between two stations using either
PT or AMoD two distinct customer flowrates are defined. The
first one consists of tij and represents the AMoD-traveling
flowrate of customers between station i and j while the second
one is lij , the customer flowrate traveling via PT between i
and j. Note that given our intended mesoscopic approach, PT
customer flowrates traveling via indirect routes between node
i and j are assumed to be included in lij .
The specification of separate customer flows depending on
transport mode yields the following constraints:
tij + lij = λi pij

∀ i, j ∈ N

0 ≤ lij ≤ λi pij

(2)

0 ≤ tij ≤ λi pij

(3)

j

where λi =

X

λi

AMoD Traveling Customer
PT Traveling Customer
PT Vehicle
AMoD Vehicle

l
j ij

t
j ij

(1)

Whereby equation 1 intuitively states that the sum of modedependent customer flow rates between i and j has to equal the
total travel-demanded flow rate of customers between i and j,
namely λi pij , with relative bounds expressed by equation 2
and 3. Summing up equation 1 over stations j yields:
X
X
tij +
lij = λi ∀ i, j ∈ N
(4)
j

different destinations given that AMoD vehicles are flexible
to travel between any OD (Origin-Destination) pairs. As such,
a single AMoD departure rate from station i is defined as µi ,
while the number of AMoD-bounded customers and idling
vehicles at time t are denoted respectively as ciAM oD (t) and
vi (t). Note that for simplicity unit passenger capacity is
assumed for all AMoD vehicles, and the total fleet size,
constant with respect to time, is defined by V .
On the other hand, for the PT counterpart, destinationspecific queues of customers arise since PT vehicles can only
serve spatially fixed OD pairs i.e. travel on predefined routes
with fixed origins and destinations. Hence, PT departures rates
between station i and j are defined as ϕij together with the
specific number of vehicles for the PT line i-j at time t present
at station i denoted as bij (t). In a similar fashion, cijP T (t)
represents the number of customers queueing on the i-j line
present at station i at time t.
Note that j is in a second subscript position in both cases to
distinguish them from bij (t) and cij P T (t) i.e. respectively the
number of PT vehicles and PT-bounded customers currently
traveling between station i and j.
For completion, clearly the total number
P of customers at
station i consists of: ci (t) = ciAM oD (t) + j cijP T (t). Also,
to account for the multi-passenger capacities of PT vehicles qx
is defined as the static vehicle capacity and varies depending
on the vehicle type x such as qbus , qtrain etc (More in section
IV-B) while the total PT vehicle fleet size is denoted as B.
Inter-station travel times are defined as Tij AM oD and Tij P T for
each travel mode. Note that these are also time-dependent i.e.
Tij AM oD (t) and Tij P T (t), although for simplicity we assume
them as fixed mean of pre-defined probability distributions i.e.
deterministic.

λi pij

j

Following the modal distinction in customer flowrates a
clear breakdown between AMoD and PT customer queueing
at each station i arises as shown schematically in Figure 2.
Here
we note how AMoD-bounded flows of customers,
P
t
, are served on a single queue irrespectively of their
ij
j

li2

li1

lin

φi{3,…n−1}

φi1

φi2

φin

μi

Fig. 2: Qualitative schematic of asymmetric PT and AMoD
customer queueing flows at station i. Note the single queue
of
P customers traveling via AMoD combining all arrival flows,
i tij , irrespectively of travel destination, as opposed to the
line-specific queues serving each lij arising from the spatially
fixed structure of PT.
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Lastly, the inter-station rebalancing rate of AMoD vehicles
is combined in a matrix α with singular flows denoted by αij
and the total
P rate of empty vehicles sent by a station is defined
as γi = j αij . Rebalancing consists of redistributing empty
vehicles in the network due to asymmetric travel demand.

b) AMoD Vehicle Number Dynamics: For the change in
number of AMoD vehicles at station i different contributions
have to be distinguished. Firstly, the change in customercarrying vehicles departing station i:
X
X
−
tij H(vi ) + (
tij − µi )H(ciAM oD )H(vi ). (11)
j

A. Model Dynamics
Having introduced the necessary notation, we derive the
governing nonlinear equations for each station i. Note that
from classic
P queueing theory, the model inherently assumes
that µi ≥ j tij and ϕij qx ≥ lij ∀ i, j ∈ N , to avoid unstable
queues of travel demand i.e. customers queues growing out
of bounds [20]. Also, given the distinction of AMoD and PT
travel times the following notation is introduced in accordance
with [19]
cijAM oD

:=

cijAM oD (t

− TjiAM oD ) ,

ciji
PT

:= cjiP T (t − TjiP T )
(5)

vji := vi (t − TjiAM oD ) and biji := bji (t − TjiP T )
a) Customer Number Dynamics: Two rates of change in
number of customers at station i are distinguished depending
on the travel mode as follows:
P

if vi = 0
 j tij ,
ċiAM oD = 0,
if vi > 0 and ciAM oD = 0 (6)

P
j tij − µi , if vi > 0 and ciAM oD > 0

ċijP T



if bij = 0
lij ,
= 0,
if bij > 0 and cijP T = 0


lij − ϕij qx , if bij > 0 and cijP T > 0

(7)

Or more compactly as:
X

ċiAM oD =
tij 1 − H(vi )

Secondly, the rate of customer-carrying AMoD vehicle arrivals
at i:

X
(12)
tji H(vji ) − (tji − µj )H(cijAM oD )H(vji )
j6=i

And lastly the rates of rebalancing vehicles departures and
arrivals at i:
X
−γi H(vi ) +
αji H(vji )
(13)
j6=i

c) PT Vehicle Number Dynamics: The change in number
of PT vehicles per station i for the line i-j can be formulated
accordingly as:
ḃij = −ϕij H(bij ) + ϕji H(biji )

where, −ϕij H(bij ) is the PT vehicle departure rate and
ϕji H(biji ) the correspondent arrival rate on the same line.
Note that differently from equation 11 and 12 for the change
in number of AMoD vehicles, both these rates are clearly
independent from the presence or arrival of PT customers.
Analogously for the PT customer dynamics, being the single
lines independent entities, the overall P
change in number of PT
vehicles at station i is given by ḃi = j ḃij .
d) Dynamics Summary: For completion the set of nonlinear time-delay differential equations governing the underlying
station dynamics are reported together as follows:
X
ċi = ċiAM oD +
ċijP T .
(10)
j

ċiAM oD =

X

(14)

where:

j

+

j


tij − µi H(ciAM oD )H(vi ).

+

j

where H(·) is the Heaviside function satisfying:
(
1, if x > 0;
H(x) :=
0, otherwise
Note the inclusion of PT vehicle capacities in equation 7 for
the i-j line specific customer departure rate stated as −ϕij qx
(bij > 0 and cijP T > 0 case) that intuitively results from the
following product: vehicle-departure rate × vehicle-capacity.
Lastly, the overall customer dynamics at station i can be
rewritten as:
X
ċi = ċiAM oD +
ċijP T .
(10)
j


tij 1 − H(vi )

j

(8)




ċijP T = lij 1 − H(bij ) + lij − ϕij qx H cijP T H(bij ).
(9)

X

X


tij − µi H(ciAM oD )H(vi )

(8)

j




ċijP T = lij 1 − H(bij ) + lij − ϕij qx H cijP T H(bij )
(9)
v̇i = −

X

tij H(vi ) +

j

X


tij − µi H(ciAM oD )H(vi )

j


X
+
tji H(vji ) − (tji − µj )H(cijAM oD )H(vji )
j6=i

− γi H(vi ) +

X

αji H(vji )

(15)

j6=i

ḃi =

X

ḃij

(16)

j

where:
ḃij = −ϕij H(bij ) + ϕji H(biji )

(14)
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where t ≥ 0; and the following initial conditions (IC) are
satisfied:
• AMoD IC: ciAM oD (τ ) = 0, vi (τ ) = 0 for τ ∈
[−max Tij AM oD , 0), ciAM oD (0) ∈ R≥0 , vi (0) ∈ R≥0
i,j
P
with vi (0) > 0 for at least one i ∈ N , and i vi (0) = V .
• PT IC:
cijP T (ξ) = 0, bij (ξ) = 0 for ξ ∈
[−max Tij P T , 0), cijP T (0) ∈ R≥0 , bij (0) ∈ R≥0

B. Equilibria
The developed model equilibria revolves around the following theorem:
Theorem III.1. Let AL be the feasible set containing all
possible {α, l} assignment pairs that verify the following
equilibria condition:

i,j

with
P bij (0) > 0 for at least one i, j pair ∈ N , and
i,j bij (0) = B.

X

αij −

j6=i

X

X

αji +

j6=i

lji −

X

j6=i

lij = −λi +

j6=i

∀ i ∈ N,

In this section we verify model well-posedeness and we
introduce a key theorem on the model equilibria. The latter
is particularly important as from a derived lemma and a
fleet sizing corollary we obtain the minimum AMoD and PT
vehicle fleets for stabilizability and a remarkable insight on
the possible avoidance of AMoD rebalancing. Local stability
of the model is discussed in Appendix A-D.

Verifying the fludic model well-posedeness allows us to
assert the existence of unique and exact solutions together
with their continuity with respect to given initial conditions.
This step-by-step derivation can be found in full in section
A-A of the Appendix. For completion of notation used in the
following paragraphs two variables are reported here, namely
the number of AMoD and PT vehicles in-transit between i and
j at time t, i.e. vij (t) and bij (t).
Both of them are given by integrating the respective vehicle
departure rates over the correspondent Tij time units as
follows:
Z t
 X
vij (t) =
−
tij H(vi (τ ))
+

j

ij

B{α,l} :=

tij − µi H(ciAM oD (τ ))H(vi (τ ))

(17)
(18)

j

in equation 17 is equivalent to the departure rate of customercarrying AMoD vehicles and αij H(vi (τ )) is the AMoD rebalancing rate.
It should be noted also that the total numbers of AMoD
and PT vehicles are constant w.r.t t as shown by fleet sizes
invariance in A-A, and given respectively by:
X
X
V =
vi (t) +
vij (t),
(19)
i

B=

i,j

i,j

bij (t) +

X
i,j

where

bij := Tij P T ϕij

(24)

and

ϕij qx ≥ lij .

(25)

ciAM oD = 0,
where:
X

cijP T = 0 vi > 0,

vi = V −

(20)

bij > 0

∀ i, j ∈ N ,

Tij (λi pij + αij − lij ),

(26)

ij

bi j = B −

X

Tij ϕij .

(27)

ij

P
2) If
ij lij = 0 ∀ i, j ∈ N then V > V{α,l} >
0 and B ≥ B{α,l} = 0 guarantee equilibria with the
following set:
cijP T = 0 vi > 0,

bij = 0,

tij = λi pij ,

lij = 0 ∀ i, j ∈ N ,

X

X

where:
vi = V −

i

X

Tij (λi pij + αij ),

(28)

ij

bij = 0.

(29)

ij

P
3) If
ij tij = 0 ∀ i, j ∈ N then V ≥ V{α,l} =
0 and B > B{α,l} > 0 guarantee equilibria with the
following set:
ciAM oD = 0,

bij (t).

X

i

ciAM oD = 0,

where:
 X

X

−
tij H(vi (τ )) +
tij − µi H(ciAM oD (τ ))H(vi (τ ))

X

(23)

ij

PT vehicles dep. rate

j

bij

If AL is empty, then no equilibrium exists. Else, assuming
at least one assignment pair is contained in AL , {α, l} ∈ AL ,
there are four representative cases:
P
P
1) If
ij tij > 0 and
ij lij > 0 ∀ i, j ∈ N then V >
V{α,l} > 0 and B > B{α,l} > 0 guarantee equilibria
with the following set:



j

+ αij H(vi (τ )) dτ.
Z t
bij (t) =
ϕij H(bij (τ )) dτ.
{z
}
t−Tij P T |

X
ij

X



(21)

and let V{α,l} and B{α,l} be the fleet sizes dependent on the
choice of assignment pairs {α, l}:
X
V{α,l} :=
Tij AM oD (pij λi + αij − lij ),
(22)

A. Well-Posedeness

t−Tij AM oD

λj pji

j6=i

III. M ODEL W ELL - POSEDENESS & E QUILIBRIA

X

X

cijP T = 0 vi = 0,

lij = λi pij ,

tij = 0,

bij > 0,

αij = 0 ∀ i, j ∈ N ,
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where:
X

vi = 0,

(30)

i

X

bij = B −

ij

X

Tij ϕij .

(31)

ij

4) Otherwise no equilibrium exists.
The theorem proof is presented in the Appendix, section
A-B, while in the following paragraphs we discuss some
important insights of the model equilibria.
Equation 21 and the three outlined cases imply that the
system can reach equilibria in various manners:
1. Combined PT and AMoD: From case 1 equilibrium
is achieved via the combinationP
of non-zero AMoD
P and PT
customer flow assignments, i.e. ij tij > 0 and ij lij > 0,
contained in AL ’s subset C i.e. the set containing the necessary
{α, l} to satisfy equilibria under combined AMoD and PT
demand sharing. Both PT and AMoD fleet sizes are greater
than zero and as a result equation 21 applies in its full form:
X
X
X
(αij − αji ) +
(lji − lij ) = −λi +
λj pji
j6=i

j6=i

j6=i

∀ i ∈ N.

(21)

Note
that in this combination the zero-rebalancing case
P
ij αij = 0 ∀ i, j ∈ N may occur. As a result the system
converges to the combination of PT and an AMoD fleet
without rebalancing vehicles.
2. Pure AMoD Rebalancing: If PT demand flows are
zeroed or avoided, lij = 0 ∀ i, j ∈ N , the PT fleet can also be
zeroed and equation 21 boils down to the equilibria condition
of the pure AMoD rebalancing model:
X
X
(αij − αji ) = −λi +
λj pji
∀ i ∈ N (32)
j6=i

Lemma III.1. There always exist an assignment pair {α, l}
such that equation 21 is satisfied i.e. the set AL is always
non-empty.
The proof is presented in Appendix A.
Corollary III.1. Minimum AMoD and PT fleet sizes for
existence of equilibria. The AMoD and PT model expressed
in section II-A d) admits equilibria if and only if one of the
following condition holds:
P
P
1) Given
ij tij > 0 and
ij lij > 0 ∀ i, j ∈ N ,
V > V {α,l} > 0 and B > B {α,l} > 0
P
2) Given
ij lij = 0 ∀ i, j ∈ N ,
V > V {α,0} > 0 and B ≥ B {α,l} = 0
P
3) Given
ij tij = 0 ∀ i, j ∈ N ,
V ≥ V {α,l} = 0 and B > B {α,l} > 0
where :
V {α,l} :=
B {α,l} :=

j6=i

s.t. lij = λi pij

∀ i, j ∈ N

(34)

This assumes that AL contains the set, L, of l assignments that
satisfy equation 33 and match 34 i.e. the upper-bound of equation 2, combined with null α assignments, αij = 0 ∀ i, j ∈ N .
Note that L may be empty, as given constraint 2, the model
might not have a Pure-PT equilibria due to missing PT
infrastructure between i and j stations or the impact of PT
capacities (Section IV-B). The outlined assignments combinations above, {α, l}, yield the composition of set AL as
AL = C ∪ A ∪ L, and most importantly give an intuition
for the three cases achieving equilibrium stated in Theorem

min

{α,l}∈AL

V{α,l}

min B{α,l}
X
=
bij
∀ i, j ∈ N ,

j6=i

Thus equilibrium can be achieved if the set AL contains the
set, A, of α assignments that satisfy equation 32 combined
with the l assignments satisfying lij = 0 ∀ i, j ∈ N . It should
be noted that in this case, the AMoD fleet size for equilibrium
converges to Vα ([19]) as can be seen from equation 22.
3. Pure PT: Lastly, if all the demand is satisfied by PT
i.e. tij = 0 ∀ i, j ∈ N , no AMoD rebalancing is performed,
αij = 0 ∀ i, j ∈ N and the equilibrium number of AMoD
vehicles is 0. As such equation 21 results in:
X
X
(lji − lij ) = −λi +
λj pji
∀i∈N
(33)
j6=i

III.1. More specifically, they highlight that the introduction
of PT in the model allows to relax the critical rebalancing
requirement for system equilibrium expressed in [19] as new
equilibria can now be met flexibly in combination with PT,
without rebalancing or potentially even without AMoD at all
i.e. Pure-PT option.
To conclude the section on model equilibria two further
considerations completing the theorem above have to be introduced. The first one is a lemma showing that the set AL is
always non-empty whereas the second is a corollary on fleet
sizing.

{α,l}∈AL

(35)
(36)
(37)

ij

with bij :=

min

{α,l}∈AL

bij

(38)

and :
V {α,0} := Vα =

X

Tij AM oD (pij λi + αij ) (as in [19])

ij

(35a)
The corollary above states the minimum AMoD and PT fleet
sizes required to ensure equilibrium in the three possible cases
previously outlined. Note that although different conditions
arise per case, the AMoD and PT fleets, V{α,l} and B{α,l} ,
all draw from the two general forms outlined in equation
22 and 23. Also, as already mentioned, for the Pure-AMoD
Rebalancing case the AMoD fleet size for stability yields to
Pavone et al.’s finding denoted in equation 35a.
IV. O PTIMAL AM O D F LEET S IZING & O PERATION IN THE
P RESENCE OF E XISTING PT S YSTEMS
Here the objective consists of optimizing the size and operational efficiency of an AMoD fleet in a network comprising an
existing public transportation system. Such goal could arise in
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the realistic scenario where competitiveness between AMoD
and PT is largely unregulated.
Following Theorem III.1, the goal of any system optimization consists of finding an optimal assignment pair {α∗ , l∗ }
within the set of feasible α and l ensuring equilibria, AL .
In line with the objective an AMoD efficiency loss cost
function
is introduced.
P
P This is now denoted by f (α, l) =
i,j Tij AM oD αij +
i,j Tij P T lij to account for:
P

1) Rebalancing Loss :=
i,j Tij AM oD αij . AMoD rebalancing represents a loss in operational efficiency (empty
distance) as well as increased capital expenditure (bigger
fleet).
P
2) Loss of Demand to PT := i,j Tij P T lij . Conversely, the
second term represents the incurred loss of profit when
”losing” part of the customer demand to public transport,
from the AMoD operator’s perspective.
From the comments above it can be noted that the minimization of the cost function f (α, l) should result in the optimal
tradeoff of rebalancing and PT assignment losses. Yet, one
would note that, if we assume equivalent travel times Tij
for both PT and AMoD4 , an infinite set of equally optimal
solutions would result given equation 21. Hence, a cost bias
ρRP T is introduced in f (α, l) as follows:

f (α, l) = ρRP T

X
i,j

Tij AM oD αij + (1 − ρRP T )

X

Tij P T lij

i,j

(39)

where it is assumed that 0 ≤ ρRP T ≤ 1 for simplicity.
Note that the selection of ρRP T embodies the inherent assumptions on the relative influence of the two outlined efficiency losses. More specifically, both rebalancing and PT
flow-assignments are solutions to the problem of imbalanced
demand and as such bring relative advantages and disadvantages. Namely, for rebalancing the drawback consists of greater
fleet sizes and empty vehicle trips, though on the other hand it
allows to serve the full customer demand whether imbalanced
or not. Similarly, assigning customers to PT reduces the proportion of AMoD-covered customer trips, yet it yields savings
in empty traveled miles realized by avoiding imbalanced travel
demand. These considerations can be cast in the problem
by modifying ρRP T accordingly, whereby values greater than
0.5 favor combined twin mode solutions i.e. with PT, whereas
values below 0.5 favor AMoD rebalancing.
Putting together the minimization of the above cost function,
39, with the requirement of maintaining system equilibria,
equation 21, yields the following adjusted multi-commodity

4 This is a reasonable simplifying assumption for a urban environment as
AMoD travel times could approach PT in free flow i.e. assuming low road
congestion.

minimum cost flow problem:
X
X
min ρRP T
Tij AM oD αij + (1 − ρRP T )
Tij P T lij (39)
i,j

s.t.

X

i,j

(αij − αji ) +

j6=i

X

(lji − lij ) = −λi +

j6=i

X

λj pji

j6=i

∀i∈N

(21)

αij ≥ 0

∀ i, j ∈ N (40)

0 ≤ lij ≤ λi pij

∀ i, j ∈ N

(2)

where N = {1, ..., n} and 0 ≤ ρRP T ≤ 1.
It should be noted that the linear program above is always
feasible since the optimization is over the set AL as ensured
by the three constraints and thus verified by Lemma III.1.
In the following subsections two important remarks arising
from the problem formulation are presented: a consideration
on fleet sizing and one on the influence of PT capacities.
A. Fleet Sizing
The objective of the optimal fleet efficiency linear program
derived above does not strictly minimize the number of
vehicles traveling on the road, but yields rather to the minimum
and most efficient AMoD fleet size together with the minimum
PT usage. This can be seen from Corollary III.1 where it can
be noted that by minimizing both αij and lij in cost function
f (α, l) the linear program can only converge to either one of
the first two possible modal solutions i.e. combined AMoD and
PT or pure-AMoD rebalancing. The pure-PT solution would
only result from maximizing PT use and thus is not likely to
occur. Hence, focusing on the first two cases, the minimum
and most efficient AMoD fleet results from equation 22 or 35a
depending purely on the choice of ρRP T .
This can be seen qualitatively in Figure 3 where the efficiency loss from equation 39 is plotted against equilibria
AMoD fleet size to cover travel demand in Zurich City at
7:00 am. Here, the presented data was obtained by recursively
solving the linear program for varying ρRP T while discretely
fixing fleet size from lower to upper bound of the following
inequality constraint :
∗
0 ≤ V{α,l}
≤ Vα∗

(41)

The latter essentially incorporates the three modal cases above
∗
into one explicit expression and denotes how V{α,l}
(22), are
bound to converge between zero i.e. Pure-PT case, and Vα∗ ,
the pure-rebalancing fleet size solution (35a).
As shown in Figure 3, values of ρRP T < 0.5 favor rebalancing against assigning demand to PT and thus the minimum
most efficient AMoD fleet size results in 35a minimum denoted graphically by the red dashed line at 2.5 × 104 vehicles.
On the contrary, with values above 0.5 a new optimum
∗
V{α,l}
, is obtained at around 1.2 × 104 vehicles whereby
all the rebalancing flows are replaced with PT assignments.
Remarkably, comparing it against the pure-rebalancing one,
this new combined optimum yields equal and counter-directed
flows of PT assignments for shifting imbalanced customer
demand between i and j as opposed to sending rebalancing
vehicles from j to i. As such, this PT-biased optimum is
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the outlined linear program (section IV) the PT modal demand
flow constraint 2, 0 ≤ lij ≤ λi pij , is updated as follows:
0 ≤ lij ≤ min(λi pij , qij )

(43)

whereby assignable customer flow is correctly upperbounded by the minimum between original customer demand
between i and j, λi pij and the maximum PT line capacity qij .
With this updated constraint, the optimal assignment pairs
{α∗ , l∗ } arising from the linear program above will be affected, and therefore also the resultant minimum and most
efficient fleet sizes around the PT system.
V. LP R ESULTS

Fig. 3: Minimum most efficient AMoD fleet sizes as a function
of ρRP T values between 0 and 1 (0.1 steps) to cover Zurich
City demand at 7:00 am. Note how the convergence to either a
∗
combined mode V{α,l}
, or a pure-rebalancing optimal solution
∗
Vα solely depends on ρRP T .
∗
is essentially
denoted as mirrored solution, VM
irrored as it P
mirrored to the full rebalancing optima around i,j Tij λi pij
(from 22 ), as can be noted in Figure 3. Note that this particular
combined mirrored solution solely results when the PT flows
can be freely adjusted thus when 2 is not active. The binary
convergence to these two solutions depending on ρRP T i.e.
∗
∗
∗
∗
V{α,l}
→ VM
irrored for ρRP T > 0.5 and V{α,l} → Vα for
ρRP T < 0.5, can be formalized with the following lemma.

Lemma IV.1. Convergence to binary set of solutions of
fleet efficiency linear program. The fleet efficiency linear
program IV converges to two specular optimal solutions when
ρRP T ∈ [0, 1] and 6= 0.5 and lij constraint, 2, is not
active. These consist of x∗1 P
= {(α, l) | lij = 0 ∀ i, j ∈
N and V{α,l} = Vα∗ =
ij Tij AM oD (pij λi + αij )} and
∗
∗
x
=
{(α,
l)
|
α
=
0
∀
i,
j
∈
N and V{α,l} = VM
ij
2
irrored =
P
T
(p
λ
−
l
)}
when
ρ
<
0.5
and
ρ
> 0.5
ij
ij
i
ij
RP
T
RP
T
ij
AM oD
respectively.
The proof is presented in Appendix A-E.

The introduced linear program for fleet efficiency maximization was applied to real travel data for Zurich, Switzerland.
Population data was gained from Swiss Microcensus [21]
i.e. population polls, and included travel-plans for 250,000
inhabitants for a nominal week day accounting for a total of
408,000 single travel requests (only private car and public
transport travel legs were considered). These were processed
depending on timing and their OD pair locations, yielding the
spatial extraction of necessary demand flows among city areas
i.e. arrival flow rates λi and inter-station travel proportions
pij in predefined time windows dt. This allowed to solve the
optimization for varying travel demands at various times of the
day spaced in one-hour intervals by assuming time-invariant
flows throughout the network.
To model underlying stations i (or otherwise named transportation analysis zones) K-Means clustering on the locations
of PT stops was used to obtain adequate area partitioning
with adjustable levels of abstraction i.e. clustering size. For
simplicity AMoD and PT travel times were assumed to be
equivalent i.e. Tij AM oD = Tij P T , and accounted using Euclidean distances (proportional to travel time in free-flow).
The public transport capacities qij were computed using
data from an open-source GTFS (General Transit Feed Specification) file for Zurich [22] and from data provided by local
public transport providers available online [23], [24].
Although appropriate comparison against realistic PT usages will have to be pursued in the future to validate capacity
estimates, a qualitative analysis of results gave valuable insights as presented in the following subsections.
A. AMoD Fleet Size Results

B. PT Capacities
To complete the outlined AMoD fleet efficiency optimization, an important remark on the public transport system has
to be included: PT line capacity constraints. Formally, qij will
be denoted as the PT flow capacity between station i and j
and deriving from the queuing stability condition yields to:
qij = ϕij qx

∀ i, j ∈ N

(42)

where ϕij is the line departure rate from i to j and qx
the vehicle capacities depending on type x, with x ∈
{bus, train, tram,...}.
From equation 42 clearly, this attribute will limit the amount
of customer flow that can be assigned to a certain line, hence in

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the achieved minimum most
∗
efficient fleet sizes V{α,l}
and the pure-AMoD rebalancing
∗
counterparts Vα for Zurich with 15 transport analysis zones
i.e. around 30 PT stops per cluster. The two subplots represent
respectively a graphical representation of how fleet sizes vary
throughout the day in one-hour intervals (a), and the actual
proportion of rebalancing AMoD vehicles in the fleet needed
for equilibria (b).
Despite the previously outlined impact of ρRP T on the solution
and the three peaks in subplot (a) from typical rush hour
demand trend, it can be noted how a substantial drop in AMoD
∗
fleet size is achieved for V{α,l}
optimal solutions compared
to the pure-AMoD rebalancing minimum, Vα∗ (in red dots).
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were analyzed. From subplot (b) we note how biasing the
cost function towards the use of PT results in significant
reduction or if not total zeroing of rebalancing vehicles that
can contribute up to 20 % to the normal fleet size.
Interestingly, rebalancing can be zeroed throughout most part
of the day with ρRP T ≥ 0.8 while, although reduced by at
least 50 %, it remains present during hours of peak demand
i.e. at morning peak times between 4:00 to 7:00 am and in
limited amount at 5:00 and 6:00 pm.
The intuition behind this trend is related to the underlying
equilibria condition 21 whereby the influence of PT capacities
results in the use of rebalancing even in the optimal fully
PT-biased solutions. Simply put, when PT flow assignments
lij are constrained in value and can not satisfy such equality
constraint, rebalancing necessarily has to be added to ensure
flow equilibria.

Fig. 5: Optimal flow assignments at peak morning travel
demand in Zurich with ρRP T = 1 (28 largest flows only).
Colors vary between pink and purple depending on constraint
0 ≤ tij ≤ λi pij and arrow size is scaled on absolute
∗
magnitude of max(lij
) ∀ i, j ∈ A∗L . In orange cyclic AMoD
flow patterns while blue rectangles are the cluster centres
(N = 15).

More specifically, considering the largest fleet size necessary
to stabilize the system throughout the day i.e. achieved at
5:00 pm peak demand, a substantial reduction of 31 % was
achieved.
∗
To gain an intuitive insight into how V{α,l}
smaller fleet
sizes yielded from the optimal fleet efficiency linear program
solution both rebalancing and PT assignments α∗ and l∗

(a)

To complete the analysis on AMoD and justify the claim
of most efficient fleet operation, a graphical representation of
the optimal demand flow assignments arising from the linear
program is shown in Figure 5. Here, the clustered virtual
network for Zurich is shown together with the largest internode AMoD flows, t∗ij .
From this figure one key observation gives an intuitive
justification to the increased fleet efficiency and thus optimal
fleet operation around PT claimed throughout this work, and
∗
consists of noticing that the resultant optimal lij
assignments
give rise to spatially-optimal cyclic flows of AMoD served
∗
customer demand, t∗ij = λi pij − lij
. These are highlighted
with orange dotted lines.
The intuitive explanation behind the realization of these selfsustaining AMoD with-customer flows is centered on the
satisfaction of flow conservation equations at each virtual
node.
The latter arisePfrom the stressed equilibria
P
Pcondition,
(α
−
α
)
+
(l
−
l
)
=
−λ
+
ij
ji
ji
ij
i
j6=i
j6=i
j6=i λj pji ,
thanks to the optimal assignments of lij that allow to smoothen

(b)
∗
V{α,l}

Fig. 4: Minimum most efficient fleet size
against an AMoD pure rebalancing minimum Vα∗ throughout the day (subplot
a) and relative reductions in proportion of rebalancing AMoD vehicles out of total fleet size (subplot b).
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the inherent customer demand imbalances when possible i.e.
else rebalancing has to be added.
The result is therefore an AMoD fleet whose efficiency is
maximised by distributing cyclic flows of vehicles with a minimized, if not zeroed, need for empty inter-node rebalancing.
Note that the aforementioned reduction of 31% in fleet size
clearly implies that a portion of the travel demand is covered
by the existing
This was determined calculating the
P PT∗ system.
P
proportion ij lij
/ ij λi pij , and amounted to 21% relative
to the 5:00 pm peak travel demand.
With this consideration in mind, a discussion focused on PT
assignments and the impact of AMoD served demand on the
latter will be outlined in the following subsection.
B. PT Sensitivity Analysis
∗
The analysis of optimal PT demand assignments lij
is
particularly important as it allows to gain an insight into the
impact of an optimally sized and most efficient AMoD fleet on
public transport lines usages. This is of particular significance
to public transport operators towards their future infrastructure
investment plans.

Fig. 6: Optimal PT assignments with ρRP T = 1 and N = 15
(in blue rectangles) in Zurich, largest 22 flows, at 7:00 am.
Note colors vary between light green and red depending on
constraint 0 ≤ lij ≤ min(qij , λi pij ) and arrow size is scaled
∗
on absolute magnitude of max(lij
) ∀ i, j ∈ A∗L .
Figure 6 shows a spatial representation of the critical and
∗
most constrained lij
in Zurich at morning peak time.
Here we note asymmetric usage levels of the inter-node PT
lines serving a proportion of the demand to level out customer
flow imbalances around a minimum and most efficient AMoD
fleet. Specifically, it can be seen how west-centered districts of
the city resulted as particularly constrained (in red) compared
to the rest of PT flows, thus confirming the need for additional
rebalancing highlighted in Figure 4.
From these considerations, clearly the impact of PT capacities on the optimal solution is quite critical as directly

influences the flexibility with which PT can support customer
flow imbalances allowing the design of a cyclically operated
AMoD fleet. This underlines the importance of capacity calculation methods and their validation to obtain an high-fidelity
representation of the real network.
Lastly, to conclude the analysis on PT results, from the dual
∗
of linear program IV and the resultant active lij
constraints
a sensitivity analysis on the PT flows in the network can be
performed. This can be used to evaluate which constrained PT
i-j lines have the largest impact on size and efficiency of the
AMoD fleet and thus, would be particularly useful for peak
times analysis i.e. when PT network is most constrained.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this study an investigation into the interaction between
AMoD and PT systems was outlined. The development of
an optimization based approach to obtain the minimum and
most efficient AMoD fleet around an existing public transport system was presented together with an evaluation of its
impact on the PT network inter-station line usages. These
contributions were achieved through three main steps. First a
combined AMoD and PT fluidic model was developed and
its well-posedeness and equilibria conditions were derived.
From the latter it was found that different combinations of
AMoD and PT flows could satisfy inter-station flow balance
constraints to even out spatially imbalanced customer travel
demand. Exploiting this flexibility, an optimization of AMoD
fleet sizing and operation around an existing PT network was
developed by casting the problem formulation as a multi-flow
commodity linear program whose cost function was modeled
as a tradeoff between AMoD efficiency lost from performing
rebalancing, and customer flow that needs to be served by
public transport.
Biasing this cost function against vehicle rebalancing through
the use of a cost bias ρRP T resulted in the optimal customer
flow assignments yielding the minimum and most efficient
∗
AMoD fleet size for equilibrium, V{α,l}
, together with a
minimized share of PT demand. Remarkably evaluating the
linear program on realistic travel demand data for Zurich City
it was found that with a fully PT biased solution, optimal
∗
AMoD fleet size, V{α,l}
was reduced by 31% compared to
a fully rebalancing fleet. The maximum efficiency claim was
validated by noticing the realization of self-sustaining or cyclic
AMoD with-customer flows along with a 21% share of PTcovered demand. Lastly, on the PT side, a spatial analysis of
PT assigned customer flowrates allowed to gain a valuable
insight on inter-station line usages in the city thus providing
useful information for future infrastructure investments to
public transport operators. Several possibilities for further
research are planned. These include, the outlined need for
PT-provider capacity validation data, the evaluation of fleet
efficiency optimization assignments in a stochastic scenario
i.e. in MATSim, development of a real-time fleet efficiency
maximization policy, inclusion of multi-capacity AMoD vehicles with sharing capabilities and also the formulation of
a stochastic queuing-theoretical model combining AMoD and
PT with more realistic time-varying network flows.
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A PPENDIX A
AM O D & PT M ODEL
In this appendix, the model Well-Posedeness, Equilibria,
Lemma III.1, Lemma IV.1 and Stability are proved in the
following subsections.

which substituted into Eq. 19 together with −ϕij H(bij ) +
ϕji H(biji ) (Eq. 14) gives:
X
X
Ḃ =
ḃij (t) +
ḃij (t)
i,j

=

X

i,j

(−ϕij H(bij (t)) + ϕji H(bji (t − TjiP T ))

i,j

+ ϕij H(bij (t)) − ϕij H(bij (t − Tij P T )))

A. Well-Posedeness

= 0.

Following Pavone’s approach in [19] the following proposition is derived.
Proposition: Model WP.: For the fluidic model wellposedeness, the two following conditions must hold:

where it was logically assumed that Tij P T = TjiP T and that
ϕij = ϕji for the public transport network. Hence, having
demonstrated Ḃ = 0 proves the second claim and verifies the
Well-Posedeness of the model.

1)

For every initial condition (both AMoD and PT ICs)
there exist continuous functions ciAM oD (t) : R → R≥0 ,
ciP T (t) : R → R≥0 , vi (t) : R → R≥0 and bij (t) :
R → R≥0 , i, j ∈ N , satisfying the model differential
equations outlined in II-A0d in the Fillipov sense.
2) The total number of AMoD and PT vehicles are both
invariant
P for t ≥ 0 andPare respectively equation to
V = i vi (0) and B = ij bij (0).
Proof. The first claim follows as proved in Pavone’s paper,
by checking that all assumptions of Hassad Theorem 2.1 hold
for the existence of Fillipov solutions.
For the second claim only the time invariance of the fleet
of PT vehicles, B will be proved as for the AMoD fleet,
the relative claim is demonstrated in Pavone’s paper and it
directly applies to the combined AMoD and PT model simply
by substituting λi pij with tij to account for the demand split
between modes.
Note that from [19], the number of AMoD vehicles results
from the sum of in-transit ones at time t, vij (t), and the ones
idling at stations i, vi (t) as shown by the following equation:
X
X
V (t) =
vi (t) +
vij (t),
(44)
i

i,j

i,j

where bij (t) is the number of PT vehicles on the line i-j present
at station i at time t and bij (t) is the number of in-transit ones
traveling from i to j again at time t. To determine the latter,
bij (t), we note that they result simply from the integral over
the last Tij P T time units of the vehicle departure rate between
i and j, ϕij . Hence, the resultant expression follows:
Z

t

bij (t) =
t−Tij P T

ϕij H(bij (τ )) dτ.
{z
}
|

(46)

PT vehicles dep. rate

At this stage, Leibniz integral rule can be applied yielding:
ḃij (t) = ϕij H(bij ) − ϕij H(bjij ).

j

j

whereby since

j

(47)
t
j
<
µ
,
Equation
47
has
solution
iff
:
i
i
j

P

ciAM oD = 0, and

∀ i ∈ N.

vi > 0

(48)

Similarly, ċijP T = 0 yields:

For the PT fleet, its invariance can be demonstrated with an
analogous approach. First, it should be noticed that similarly as
for Eq. 44, the fleet of PT vehicles is denoted by the following:
X
X
B(t) =
bij (t) +
bij (t).
(45)
i,j

B. Theorem III.1: Model Equilibria Proof
In the following, the proof of Theorem III.1 is presented.
Proof: Similarly as in [19] the proof of the theorem
follows by setting the model nonlinear differential equations
to zero: ċiAM oD = 0, ċijP T = 0, v̇i = 0 and ḃi = 0 for all
i, j ∈ N . Here, only the first case will be proved as most
general and representative for the model i.e. combined AMoD
and PT customer demand assignments, and it will be shown
that the candidate equilibria set mentioned above achieves system equilibrium along the fleet sizing requirements. Candidate
sets for cases 2 and 3 can be easily obtained following the
same procedure and thus only general considerations will be
outlined in this proof.
Hence, starting by setting the dynamics to zero, for
ċiAM oD = 0 the following equation results:
X
X
X

tij =
tij H(vi ) −
tij − µi H(ciAM oD )H(vi ).



lij = lij H(bij ) − lij − ϕij qx H cijP T H(bij ).

(49)

and since lij < ϕij qx the above has a solution iff :
cijP T = 0, and

bi j > 0

∀ i, j ∈ N .

(50)

Again, setting v̇i = 0 combined with 48 and 50 gives:
X
X
X
−
tij +
tji − γi H(vi ) +
αji H(vj ) = 0, (51)
j6=i

j6=i

j6=i

where it was leveraged that vi (t) and ciAM oD (t) are constants
in stationary equilibrium. Additionally, requiring thatPvi > 0
and
P substituting in the aforementioned assignment 4, j tij +
j lij = λi , results in:
X
X
X
X
X
αij −
αji +
lji −
lij = −λi +
λj pji , (21)
j6=i

j6=i

j6=i

j6=i

j6=i

for ∀ i, j ∈ N .
Lastly, from ḃi = 0 and knowing that bij (t) are constant,
the following results:
0 = −ϕij H(bij ) + ϕji H(bji )

(52)
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Thus confirming the need for bij > 0 and ϕij = ϕji 5 ∀ i, j ∈
N.
Clearly, among the equations above, only Eq. 21 denotes
a necessary condition for the existence of system equilibria
requiring specific α and l assignments satisfying an equality
constraint. As a result a set C can be defined as the one
containing the necessary {α, l} to satisfy equilibria under
combined AMoD and PT demand sharing.
Although Eq. 21 represents the most general case for
combined PT and AMoD, similar adjusted ones can be easily
derived for cases 2 and 3. A brief insight into each one of
the latter will be outlined in the following paragraphs for the
completion of this proof.
• Case 2: As shown in the theorem above, in this case
the full demand
P is assumed to be served by the sole
AMoD fleet,
ij lij = 0. Hence, substituting lji =
0 ∀ i, j ∈ N in the equations above can be easily shown
to result
P in the pure-rebalancingPflow balance equation
32: j6=i (αij − αji ) = −λi + j6=i λj pji . With this
adjusted equilibria condition, only specific α assignments
can be chosen to ensure equilibria of the model together
with the l = 0 (where 0 is a matrix of the same size as
α) counterpart. Following Pavone’s rebalancing model, a
set A can be specified as the set containing {α, l = 0}
satisfying the aforementioned equation 32.
• Case 3: Conversely, case 3 assumes all the demand is
P
covered by PT, ij tij = 0 . Again, substituting tji =
0 ∀ i, j ∈ P
N in the equations abovePyields the adjusted
condition j6=i (lji − lij ) = −λi + j6=i λj pji whereby
no rebalancing is performed given that no demand is covered by AMoD i.e. αij = 0 and lij = λi pij ∀ i, j ∈ N .
In this case a set L can be defined as the assignments
{α = 0, l} satisfying this equation to ensure system
equilibria.
From the description of equilibria equations for cases 2
and 3 it can be noted that both of them are just simplifications of Eq. 21, hence the latter represents the sole general
equilibria condition reported in the Theorem above. Similarly,
to generalise the set containing the necessary assignments
{α, l} satisfying equilibria, the set AL can be obtained from:
AL = C ∪ A ∪ L i.e. the union of the necessary equilibria
assignment sets arising from each demand case. With these
considerations in mind the first claim of the theorem is proved
as no other assignments can yield equilibrium outside set AL
i.e. AL is the feasible set of assignments that satisfy the
equilibria condition 21 and therefore, if empty no equilibrium
exists.
Finalizing the proof of case 1, what needs to be shown is
that V > Vαl > 0 and B > Bl > 0 yields the found equilibria
set assuming {α, l} ∈ AL and customer demand served by
both PT and AMoD.
As {α, l} ∈ AL , Eq. 21 is satisfied and therefore only the
inequality conditions for both AMoD and PT fleet sizes have to
be proved. Following the approach in [19], when ciAM oD = 0
and vi > 0 for all i ∈ N the equilibrium number of vehicles
5 This consists of making the assumption of a symmetric public transport
system where i-j lines have equal departure rates in both directions.

is equivalent to the number of in-transit ones as can be noted
from Eq. 17. Substituting 4 in the latter yields V{α,l} .
Hence, to meet the vi > 0 requirement, clearly, a fleet size
large than V{α,l} is needed.
Having proved the first inequality, verification of the PT fleet
size claim, B > Bl > 0 has to be shown. Analogously to the
AMoD fleet size V{α,l} , B{α,l} corresponds
to the equilibrium
P
number of in-transit PT vehicles ij bij (t) resulting from the
assumption of cijP T = 0.
Each number of transit vehicles per line, bij is found by
integrating 18 where the link to our equilibrium constraint for
the model, Eq. 21, is given from 25, the necessary stability
condition for PT queues. With these considerations in mind,
the number of PT vehicles has to be larger than B{α,l} to
satisfy bij > 0, thus verifying the theorem assumption.
Combining the above with both AMoD and PT fleet size
invariance from the well-posedeness proof in Appendix A
verifies the fleet sizing claims of case 1. With the same
approach, fleet sizing claims for case 2 and 3 also follow in
combination with the derivation of equilibria conditions briefly
described above.
Lastly, case 4 includes all the other potential combinations of
fleet sizes V and B that do not fall into the previous three cases
but satisfy {α, l} ∈ AL . With similar considerations regarding
the equilibrium number of in-transit vehicles described above,
this condition can be readily verified.
C. Lemma III.1
There always exist anPassignmentPpair {α, l}Psuch that
the
j6=i αij −
j6=i αji +
j6=i lji −
P equilibria equation
P
l
=
−λ
+
λ
p
,21,
is
satisfied
i.e.
the
set AL
ij
i
j
ji
j6=i
j6=i
is always non-empty.
Building on the proof presented for the specific pureAMoD rebalancing solutions to ensure model equilibria in [19], clearly this already guarantees the existence of at least one solution belonging to set AL .
This P
is verified by noticing that
P the pure-AMoD equation,
j6=i (αij − αji ) = −λi +
j6=i λj pji , is a sub-case
included in the general equilibria condition, thus proving the
proposed Lemma.
D. Stability of Equilibria
Having introduced the existence of three possible equilibria
cases for the developed AMoD and PT fluidic model in
section III-B, its local stability also has to be investigated to
evaluate how the model copes with disturbances in a state
of equilibrium. These include for instance AMoD and PT
service disruptions or bursts of customers at stations and thus
requires generalising the approach introduced in [19]. Here
we focus solely on the most representative equilibria case,
namely the combined AMoD and PT one, as the pure-AMoD
rebalancing and pure-PT ones are essentially subcases that can
be easily derived (note that for the pure-AMoD the proof in
[19] applies.)
At first, we focus on the local asymptotic stability of the
equilibrium sets. Let the pair {α, l} ∈ C (where C ∈ AL and
contains assignments satisfying the combined AMoD and PT
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P
P
case, ij lij > 0 and ij tij > 0) together with the relative
sufficient conditions for equilibria: V > V{α,l} > 0 and B >
B{α,l} > 0. We have to prove that the following set:

vehicle and customer dynamics at stations i outlined in II-A0d
and the newly derived equilibria condition 21.
For the PT vehicle and customer dynamics, we start by
assuming that bij (t) > 0 for all ξ ∈ [−max Tij P T , t). This
i,j

2

∈ R2n

yields the associated PT customer
 dynamics
 at i on the i-j
z }| { z }| {
ε{α,l} :={(cAM oD , v, cP T , b) | ciAM oD = 0, cijP T = 0, vi > 0,line to equal ċijP T = lij − ϕij qx H cijP T (from 9), for all
X
i, j ∈ N . Similarly the change in number of PT vehicles on
bij > 0 ∀ i, j ∈ N and
vi = V − V{α,l} ,
i-j line at i results in ḃij = −ϕij + ϕji = 0 ∀ i, j ∈ N (from
i
14) with the assumption of a symmetric public transportation
X
bij = B − B{α,l} }
(53) network. This together with the initial conditions expressed in
P
ij
55, satisfying ij bij (0) = B − B{α,l} yields bij (t) > 0 for
is
locally
asymptotically
stable
if
for
any all t ≥ 0 as ḃij is independent of the customer dynamics.
(cAM oD , v, cP T , b) ∈ ε{α,l} there exists a neighborhood
On the other hand since bij (t) > 0 for all ξ ∈
δ
B{α,l}
:= {(cAM oD , v, cP T , b) | ciAM oD = 0, cijP T = [−maxTij P T , 0), and bij (0)qx > cijP T (0) for all i, j ∈ N ,
i,j
0, vi > 0, bij > 0 ∀ i, j ∈P
N k (cAM oD − cAM
PoD , v − clearly no bij (t) will reach the value 0 before the relative
v, cP T −cP T , b−b)k < δ and
i vi = V −V{α,l} ,
ij bij =
cijP T (t) have been depleted i.e. cijP T (t) has reached 0.
B − B{α,l} } such that any evolution of the model dynamics Note
that cijP T (t) will reach 0 after a time interval of
starting at the following initial conditions:
c
(0)/(ϕ q − l ) , therefore c
(t) → 0 for all t ≥
∈ R2n

ijP T

ij x

ij

ijP T

0
0)P T := maxi,j cijP T (0)/(ϕij qx − lij ). With these consideraciAM oD (τ ) = ciAM oD and vi (τ ) = v i for τ ∈ [−max Tij AM oD , T
i,j
tions clearly limt→+∞ cijP T (t) = 0 and limt→+∞ bij (t) >
cijP T (ξ) = cij
and bij (ξ) = bi for ξ ∈ [−max Tij P T , 0)
0
∀ i, j ∈ N . As such any solution with the outlined
PT
i,j
initial
conditions in 55 yields limits which belong to ε{α,l}
δ
(cAM oD (0), v(0), cP T (0), b(0)) ∈ B{α,l}
(cAM oD , v, cP T , b) thanks to the invariance properties of the fleet sizes shown
(54) in section A-A and the two assumptions:P v (0) = V −
i i
P
V{α,l} , ij bij (0) = B − B{α,l} .
satisfies: limt→+∞ cAM oD (t), lim
v(t),
t→+∞

Choosing a suitable δ within the set of conditions satisfying
limt→+∞ cP T (t), limt→+∞ b(t) ∈ ε{α,l} .
55
allows to then extend the outlined proof for any condition
Formally this is captured in the following theorem:
satisfying 54.
Theorem A.1. Let {α, l} be a feasible assignment pair and
Following [19], although local stability of the equilibrium
assume that V > V{α,l} > 0 and B > B{α,l} > 0; then the
set was proved, in general the single equilibrium points are
set ε{α,l} is local asymptotically stable.
shown not be locally asymptotically stable. As such, the need
Proof: Again the proof, follows closely [19] whereby for additional feedback controlled AMoD fleet rebalancing is
considering an equilibrium combination of assignments outlined and clearly also holds for the introduced combined
(cAM oD , v, cP T , b) ∈ ε{α,l} we have to show that the model AMoD and PT equilibria case. This can be justified by noticing
evolution starting from any of following conditions has limits that public transport is inherently fixed in terms of schedule
and structure, and therefore does not allow to dynamically
that converge to the equilibrium set.
reroute vehicle flows through the network to level out demand
Considered initial conditions:
disturbances. In short, to ensure asymptotic stability of cusciAM oD (τ ) = 0 and vi (τ ) = v i for τ ∈ [−max Tij AM oD , 0), tomer demand, optional rebalancing is needed as proved in
i,j
[19]. Further evaluation of this policy in our developed model
cijP T (ξ) = 0 and bij (ξ) = bi for ξ ∈ [−max Tij P T , 0),
i,j
will be pursued in the future.
(ciAM oD (0), vi (0), cijP T (0), bi (0)) such that 0 ≤ ciAM oD (0) < vi (0),
X
0 ≤ cijP T (0) ≤ bij (0)qx ∀ i, j ∈ N ,
vi (0) = V − V{α,l} ,
E. Lemma IV.1
i
X
and
bij (0) = B − B{α,l} .
(55) Lemma A.1. Convergence to binary set of solutions of
fleet efficiency linear program. The fleet efficiency linear
ij
program IV converges to two specular optimal solutions when
where ciAM oD (τ ) = 0 and cijP T (ξ) = 0 from the combined
ρRP T ∈ [0, 1] and 6= 0.5 and lij constraint, 2, is not
AMoD and PT case of Theorem III.1 (case 1).
active. These consist of x∗1 P
= {(α, l) | lij = 0 ∀ i, j ∈
In the interest of brevity, here only the relative PT side of the
N and V{α,l} = Vα∗ =
ij Tij AM oD (pij λi + αij )} and
model dynamics starting from the given initial conditions will
∗
∗
x
=
{(α,
l)
|
α
=
0
∀
i,
j
∈
N and V{α,l} = VM
ij
irrored =
have to be proved to converge, via their limits, to the feasible P2
T
(p
λ
−
l
)}
when
ρ
<
0.5
and
ρ
> 0.5
ij
RP T
RP T
ij ij AM oD ij i
equilibria set ε{α,l} . This is justified by noticing that for the
respectively.
AMoD side, the proof shown in [19] can be easily adjusted to
demonstrate that limt→+∞ ciAM oD (t) = 0, limt→+∞ vi (t) >
Proof: We will prove the lemma by contradiction. Con0 also easily follows in our combined model. More specifically, sider a four-station example, N = 4, and suppose that
this can be achieved by directly leveraging the updated AMoD x∗n is the optimal solution of the linear problem IV with
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ρRP T < 0.5. Without loss of generality
lij 6= 0 ∀ i, j ∈ N in x∗n i.e. formally:
 

0
0
0 0

 α21
0
0 0 

,
x∗n = 
 α31
0
0 0  
α41 α42 α43 0

we assume that some
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
l23
0
0


0

0 

0 
0

∗
Note that as we have supposed that xP
n is optimal it has
to
satisfy
the
equilibria
condition
21:
j6=i (αij − αji ) +
P
P
(l
−
l
)
=
−λ
+
λ
p
∀
i
∈ N yielding an
ij
i
j6=i ji
j6=i j ji
optimal value of the efficiency cost function f (x∗n ).
At this stage we set and α32 = l23 and l23 = 0 and we
see that the new solution, we call it x∗p , still satisfies 21
and thus is also optimal. Considering the cost function 39
it is straightforward to notice that f (x∗p ) < f (x∗n ). Hence,
this shows that x∗n is suboptimal and although feasible, not
a possible output of the linear program. Conversely, the new
optimal solution x∗p satisfies the conditions expressed above
by solution x∗1 thus proving the lemma for the case of
ρRP T < 0.5.
With a similar reasoning the convergence to x∗2 for the case
of ρRP T > 0.5 can be trivially shown. Equally, the optimality
of any combinations of solutions in the set given by (x∗1 − x∗2 )
for ρRP T = 0.5 is straightforwardly realized.

